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If someone says “connectivity”  pictures that come to mind might include lattes and laptops in the local wireless café,  
apartment signs touting Ethernet and cable, or a symphony of ringing cell phones.   That vision of connectivity is important 
for libraries too.  

But the Library has also been working on other kinds of connectivity. 

All of our users, students, staff, and faculty are pressed for time.   We have been working hard this year to provide services 
that connect our users more quickly and intuitively  to the information they need for learning and to “invent the future”  
through research.  The border on the cover of this report  features logos for two services— Get VText and LibX— that we 
were very pleased to be able to introduce to our community.  This report will let you know why we think they are important 
and will also note other library services and resources that enhance the user’s information experience.  

The cover picture of the electronic reading room on the Torgersen Bridge suggests another kind of connectivity that is im-
portant for our users.  We continue to cross bridges, to travel outside the physical confines of Newman or the  branches, to 
connect with and collaborate with other Virginia Tech units and other libraries. These kind of connections - partnerships- 
create a richer information environment for our user than would be possible working 
alone.  I will mention some  of these collaborations too.  

 Our guide for connecting users with library services and resources is the updated stra-
tegic plan for the University.   As a service organization the library is guided by the 
overall needs generated through the plan. Our major areas of contribution are to the 
learning and discovery domains.  

Our goal is to be a user-centric library, one that works to stay connected to its user 
base.  As always; I welcome your comments and thoughts as you review the accom-
plishments of the University Libraries. 

Eileen E. Hitchingham  

Dean, University Libraries      hitch@vt.edu 

From the Dean 
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Mission 
The University Libraries at Virginia Tech provide and promote access to information resources for the achievement of 
the University’s objectives in teaching, learning, research, creativity, and community service. 
 
We are dedicated to meeting the information, curricular and research needs of students, faculty, and staff of the Vir-
ginia Tech community, wherever located, in a manner that respects the diversity of community and ideas.   
 

We provide selected services to a wider community of users. 

Values 
We are defined by our core commitment to the sharing of what humanity has discovered and thought. 

 We value:  

Information, whose free flow throughout the university provides an accurate basis for its work 

Ideas, the university’s defining occupation 

Knowledge, which preserves the progress of past generations 

Discovery, which builds the future 

Truth, which guides our interactions with one another and with our public 

Vision 
We will be collaborative partners with members of the university community as we collectively work to position the uni-
versity as a top-tier research institution.  Wherever they are located, members of the Virginia Tech community will be 
supported by the library as they engage in research, as they share in quality learning experiences at the undergraduate 
and graduate levels, and as they work in transferring knowledge and expertise between the university and society.  

University Libraries at Virginia Tech 
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 Learning 

The Library enriches the undergraduate experience 
through its collaboration with faculty in initial and capstone 
experiences for information discovery, and participates in 
the transformative activities of the Graduate School to pre-
pare scholars for a professional life where knowledge 
must be constantly renewed. 

Graduate and Undergraduate Education 

• Graduate Information Course:    In collaboration 
with the Graduate School the Library developed and 
introduced a one credit  course Library Research 
Skills (GRAD 5984) in spring 2006.  The goal of the 
Library Research Skills course is to familiarize gradu-
ate students with library services and resources, to 
enhance their information retrieval skills with hands-
on sessions on searching databases germane to their 
research areas, and to use database management 
programs (such as EndNote) to manage their infor-
mation and research data  Although initiated with  
little advance publicity the course drew 24 registrants.  
In evaluating the course most of the students gave it  
an enthusiastic endorsement. 

• Library Classes, Tours Presentations:  More than 
815  library instruction sessions, tours and other pres-
entations were provided by library faculty and staff in 
2005/06. 

•Class Grants to Faculty:  With joint funding from 

the Library and the College for Liberal Arts and Hu-
man Sciences (CLAHS) a  pilot project was initiated 
to provide grants for  faculty in the College  to work 
in partnership with library faculty on developing in-
formation intensive core courses for undergraduate 
students.   

These courses were designed to  expose students 
to the processes involved with identifying, evaluat-
ing, and managing information for their curricular 
needs.  Five Library/CLAHS teams  worked with 
classes in 2005/2006.  Their projects ranged  from a 
class-wide examination of murders in Virginia in the 
late 19th to early 20th century (HIST 4004), to web 
pages created as guides to studies in Literature for 
Children (ENGL 3524).  The Library is grateful to 
have been able to support the project through its 
Preston and Jane Andrews  Library Endowment and 
gifts to the Library Excellence Fund 

 

 

 

 

 Catalog record in Addison for the manuscript  
created by students of  HIST 4004  
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eLearning and Information Systems 

• Online modules:  Over the last few years the  Library 
has developed several online modules to reach those 
students who may not be able to participate in a on-
site class with library visitations.   The modules in-
clude a Research Project Scheduler, TILT, the Tech 
Information Literacy Tutorial, and other resources.   
There has been an almost 300% increase in site visits 
to use these resources in 2005/06.  Many of the refer-
ring sites are Blackboard class sites of VT faculty 
which we believe is an indication of a successful out-
reach effort to make these resources more visible. 

 

• Interloan Collaboration Explored:   Several libraries 
on the I-81 corridor use the same system, Innovative 
Interface, as does VT  for the new catalog interface.  
We met with staff from the Innovative company,  and 
colleagues from Washington and Lee, James Madi-
son, Hollins, Radford, and Roanoke College to con-
sider the cost-benefits that might be possible if we all 
purchased an interloan product called In-Reach.  This 
product would allow users at each college to place a 
request against any of the resources in any other col-
lege or university.  In looking at the issue we deter-
mined that our present mechanism for sharing re-
sources through VIVA  was satisfying most of our us-
ers and the added complexity of putting an additional  
system in place for handling some requests but not all, 
and the attendant costs, did  not justify going forward 
with the idea.  

• VT Libraries’ Luna Insight Project Expands:  Luna 
Insight provides tools for accessing web-based digital 
image collections. The software allows you to search 
image collections, manipulate selected images using a 
"digital lightbox", and create image-based presentations 
for classroom and professional use.  In 2005/06 under 
the leadership of staff at the Libraries’ Art & Architecture 
branch  

∗ 3,200 slides from the Libraries collection (Frank 
Lloyd Wright, Carlo Scarpa, Louis Kahn and 
contemporary Berlin) were scanned for Luna 
access. 

∗ Several FDI sessions on Luna were arranged 
for faculty for in Spring 2006 and Summer 2006 

∗ Luna capabilities were demonstrated for  the 
Information Technology unit in the College of 
Veterinary Medicine 

∗ 300 images were added and cataloged for Pro-
fessor Bailey Van Hooks class Art Since 1900. 

∗ Library staff worked with Professor Day of the 
Department of Entomology to determine how 
Luna high resolution images might be part of a 
grant proposal. 
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4,000 athletic department images in Imagebase were converted to Luna format 

 

National Architecture Accrediting Board Visit:  As part of the NAAB five year accreditation review, the library was 
assessed for its ability to support programs of the College of Architecture and Urban Studies.  The report was favorable in regard 
to library support, noting that library holdings are generous and amply fill the requirements of the program.  It was especially noted 
that “digital image collections are increasingly accessible to students and faculty at all locations.” 
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Educating the Whole Student 

Undergraduate and graduate students are a very important part of the clientele served by the University Libraries.  Collectively they ac-
count for 67% of the circulation and renewal activity for library materials.    We want to promote a good quality of life as they work with the 
library staff and use our spaces and resources, and we offer an excellent learning environment for strengthening cross-cultural under-
standing.  

International Students Reception:  The Library  Diversity Committee hosted its third annual reception for  international students on 
January 11, 2006.   The event gives graduate students a chance to meet library faculty and staff who can help them make the best use of 
library resources that are important for their programs.  It gives  library staff an excellent opportunity  to learn about the many interesting 
backgrounds that  our students bring to Virginia Tech.  

Good to the last drop:  In addition to extending library hours during Finals Week in spring 2006, the library perked up stu-
dents during this stressful time with the service of free coffee in the Newman lobby for four nights.  This area is designated to be-
come a student study café as internal renovations of Newman progress. 

Gate counts of patrons entering the library also increased each of the four nights of free coffee service, indicating more students 
were taking advantage of the library’s inviting spaces for studying.  Compared to the same nights during Finals in spring 2005, en-
trance counts were up by 33 to 50%.   
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Building Spaces that Work for Library Users:   A recent study  reported in the Chronicle of Higher Education 
notes that prospective students put the campus library high on the list  when they rank  campus facilities that are important in 
making their choice to attend a particular college or university.   The results from this survey echo what we have been hearing 
from undergraduate students for the last several years in our Lib-
QUAL+ surveys.  

 What the library looks like and how it works for students is impor-
tant, before they come, and when they get here. 

The original Newman Library is now  50 years old, and the “new “ 
addition was opened almost 25 years ago.  Library renovation and 
creating additional space for materials through the building of an 
automated retrieval facility linked to Newman, is on the University’s 
Six Year Building Plan, but not yet funded.  We are pleased that in 
2005/06, through special support from the Parents Fund , the Li-
brary Excellence Fund,  and some general fund resources, we have begun making inroads into improving our spaces.  

This year we were able to complete the first phase of the Special Collections expansion which provides additional storage for 
special materials, a public reading room, a small meeting room, and some staff offices and workspace.  We have also been 
able to complete  four group study rooms and two special reading areas for our students.  These attractive and comfortable 
spaces have scored  with our users right from the start.   

From: Chronicle 
of Higher Edu-
cation 6/9/06 
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  Discovery 
The ability to discover and create new scholarly works is de-
pendent on having the means  to build upon what is already 
known and what researchers have done before. 

Through collection enhancement projects and by offering use-
ful  outreach services  the Libraries enriched the core of re-
sources that researchers can turn to, and made them easier to 
use.  Some accomplishments in support of Discovery Scholar-
ship in the University’s Strategic Plan include: 

Addison : The new Addison– the library catalog– went live 
on August 1, 2006, just five months after the contract for the 
system was signed. VT staff successfully brought up one of 
the speediest implementations in the product’s history. 

Addison serves as one of the major portals to access more 
than 2,000,000 traditional library holdings;  to find government 

documents in elec-
tronic and print for-
mat; to access Vir-
ginia Tech’s theses 
and dissertations; 
and to connect to 
more than 30,000 
electronic books.  

Added features provide users with cover pages and summa-
ries for books added to the Libraries and new book listings to 
keep them informed about new publications.  Circulation 
jumped by 39% with the introduction of the new Addison sys-
tem in 2005/06. 

Celebrating Switch on Addison 
Day—8/1/2005 

Complex Addison Switching 
Technology 

Let them eat catalog cake... 

 Just wanted to say I absolutely 
love the new system, particularly 
the way it  lets me manage my 
"patron record" and select books to 
renew on line. Wonderful improve-
ment. (Graduate student) 
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• History as a Current Event—A Click Away : Earlier 
interviews with research faculty in the humanities and social sci-
ences about their collection needs  informed the Library’s decision 
to enrich its collections of primary source materials in an electronic 
format. Notable additions this year include  125,000 items in the 
Early English Books collection, which includes  titles published in 
English in Great Britain and the Americas from 1473 to 1700.   
These early books are searchable in Addison and the content can 
be read by clicking through from the catalog.  Reading about his-
torical events as they were reported at the time they occurred has 
been made possible by addition of  digital archives of The London 
Times, The New York Times, The Chicago Tribune, and the Los 
Angeles Times. 
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• Safari Books Online Expanded:  In fall 2005 the response to a trial run to ac-
cess the Safari Tech Books Online database was so great that a subscription to 900 of 
the Safari titles was initiated.  Safari books include output from technical publishers like 
O’Reilly, Microsoft Press, Prentice Hall, and Addison Wesley.    In combination  with the 
NetLibrary electronic books added to the collections a few years ago, all of our elec-
tronic books experienced more that 90,000 visits from VT users in 2005/06.  

• More Older Journals Online:   For years many 
of our LibQUAL+ respondents have noted their prefer-
ence for online access to journals.  They like the current 
materials but also want to see older materials accessible 
in a similar manner.  This is particularly important for our 
faculty and students working from non-Blacksburg sites.   
In 2005/06 we were able to  purchase backfiles of 561 
Elsevier journals from volume 1.  We also acquired three new JSTOR sets of core older journals in the 

 From LibQUAL+ (spring 2005): 

Electronic articles are incomplete: often the year I need is 
just below the availability cutoff 

I get frustrated by how often I have to request older jour-
nals from storage 

• EndNote  for Everyone:  EndNote is a citation tracking tool  that allows users to find a citation in a database and auto-
matically save and reformat it in the way that meets their requirements when they later use it in a dissertation, journal article, 
or report.  For example,  a citation from the Factiva database could be saved in formats of the American Psychological Asso-
ciation (APA) , the Chicago Manual of Style , or the journal Genomics.   When we introduced the software last year in a part-
nership with the Graduate School and the Research Office we had a limited subscription for faculty and graduate students.  
The software has been so popular that we have expanded our subscription base so everyone at Virginia  Tech has access to 
the software 
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Faculty Authors Recognition Day 

Virginia Tech Faculty Authors were honored at a Library reception during Ut Prosim weekend,  on April 29, 2006.  This event, the first 
of an annual celebration of faculty authors, was sponsored by the University Libraries as part of its celebration of Newman Library's 
50th birthday.  The Office of the Provost and the Office of the Vice-President for Research were co-sponsors for the recognition.  

The subjects explored in the publications of the 102 authors celebrated at the event  covered a gamut that ranged from poetry, to 
pirates, to pest management. 
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LibX :  LibX is a locally developed research tool that puts the 
connection to library resources where our users are—searching 
the web with an internet browser.  The open source extension 
for the Firefox browser was de-
veloped  by Annette Bailey of 
VT’s University Libraries and 
Godmar Back of VT’s Depart-
ment of Computer Science.  
The team is currently working 
on an adaptation of the tool for 
the Internet Explorer browser. 

LibX makes it easier for users 
to connect to their library cata-
log when they are searching for 
information,  without having to 
leave the browser environment 
that they are working in.  The 
user first downloads LibX so it 
is available on the Firefox Tool-
bar and  is marked with a logo.  
Then, if she is in Amazon look-
ing up  a book to buy, she could 
highlight  the title, drop it in the LibX box already on the toolbar,  
and by right clicking the mouse, complete a search in Addison.  
This would let her know that the library has the book she is in-
terested in, and it is not checked out. 

LibX can also be used for doing a contextual search in Google 
Scholar– again without having to go through the Library’s web-
page–  and show the LibX logo next to those resources in 
Scholar that are accessible to VT students.  It also supports   

Libraries 
Using LibX   

(8/2006) 

access to the Libraries openURL server provider 
which makes quick work of getting to online articles 
subscribed to by the Libraries. 

A testimony to the usefulness of LibX is the speed 
with which it has been adapted by other libraries.  In 
less than a year adaptation of  LibX  in libraries has 
ranged across the country (MIT, Chicago, Arizona 
State, Santa Cruz) and around the world ( Exeter, 
Deakin University).  

Get VText  - Library Branding for the 
Good Stuff:  We are  learning that our students, 
and students everywhere,  don’t want to go through 
a lot of steps to get to the things they need, and that 
they may not be able to distinguish scholarly materi-
als from others on the Web.  With the development 
of the Get VText logo by the Library Marketing 
Team, we have accomplished two goals.  We use 
the logo in those databases and journals that can 
employ openURL technologies.  When our users 
see the logo they can click on it and immediately 
connect to content  if we have the article through an 
electronic subscription. If we  don't,   they can 
choose to initiate a request through ILLIad—and 
have most of the information for the form filled in 
automatically.  Users also learn that seeing the Get 
VText logo means that they 
are connecting to the kinds 
of scholarly materials that 
their professors expect to see in their papers and 
projects. 
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University Library Committee and the Strategic 
Plan:  The University Library Committee, which includes 
representatives from each College and  other university 
agencies, proposed and carried through an active program 
to bring the need for adequate  library support to the atten-
tion of the university team revising the University’s Strategic 
Plan.  The Committee prepared a letter for the President and 
the Provost indicating that a university with aspirations to 
move to top tier status for research needed to assure that 
the materials, staff, and spaces made available in the library, 
to the university community, were adequate for supporting 
that ambition.  As a benchmark aspiration they proposed 
that the Libraries be funded at the 30th percentile of  the 
average of its peers by 2012, and that progress be made to 
this goal each year. 

Student fees for Library Support:   Several re-
search institutions– Texas A&M, NC State University—use 
student fees as one of the methods of ensuring adequate 
continuing support for  their libraries.   The undergraduate 
representative to the University Library Committee was in-
strumental in including a question about willingness to sup-
port a fee structure for the Libraries in a survey conducted in 
late spring 2006.  The results will be available in fall 2006.  

Graduate students on the Commission on Graduate Studies 
and Policies were sympathetic to the need to increase li-
brary funding, in a manner that would ensure access to re-
search resources and services of a top tier research institu-
tion, but they felt that students were already at the limit of 

fees for graduate work.  They indicated adequate support as 
a university responsibility that should be handled centrally, 
not by graduate student fees. 

University Libraries, Not Just Blacksburg:  The 
Library is always aware that not every VT student or faculty 
member is in a near-Blacksburg environment.  For this rea-
son it is active in addressing authentication issues so all stu-
dents are represented in university ID systems, it schedules 
regular  visits to university sites from Abingdon to Northern 
Virginia, and it invests in people and courier resources so 
that needed materials are delivered quickly and conveniently 
to externally-sited library users.   

The annual ILLiad survey, which determines user satisfac-
tion with our ability to deliver materials from the Library in 

Blacksburg, and from those other libraries that we borrow 
from, shows that more than 90% of our users find these ser-
vices to be good to very good. 

Engagement 
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Ingenta Registrants Increased by 21%:  

Ingenta is a major library research service that we have 
made available to the VT community for several years.  
It allows the user to search titles and abstracts of more 
than 25,000 journals; set up table of contents or subject 
alerting services for particular journals or user defined 
searches; connect to electronic titles if the library has a 
subscription; and if the library doesn’t have the publica-
tion, to purchase the article and get an electronic or fax 
delivery.   This service is seen as a major source for 
expanding the ability of VT’s researchers to stay cur-
rent with the content of their discipline.   The Research 
and Instructional Services unit has been active this 
year in offering more workshops on Ingenta capabilities 
and  developing an online workbook to support new 
users.   Registration to use the Ingenta service saw a 
21% increase this year, following this active outreach 
program. 

 

Grant Proposals: Alone and with colleagues at 
other regional research libraries, the Digital Library and 
Archive has initiated  an active grant proposal plan for 
support for digital materials and collections.  Six pro-
posals were submitted, one proposal for the National 
Digital Information and Infrastructure Preservation Pro-
gram, with VT, Emory, Auburn, Florida State, Georgia 
Tech, and the University of Louisville, is still pending. 

LOCKSS—Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe:  
LOCKSS technology involves the systematic caching of 
electronic documents on many machines, so that if a 
particular online publisher fails, or a server for a special 
service like electronic theses fails, other colleagues can 
assist in recovering the materials.  Participation in 
LOCKSS is one of the Libraries’ mechanisms for ex-
ploring preservation capabilities associated with the 
online environment.  The Digital Library and Archives 
unit of the Library has partnered with other schools to 
use LOCKSS for the MetaArchive of Southern Digital 
Culture, and with Association of Southeastern Re-
search Libraries (ASERL) members to preserve theses 
and dissertations. 
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Consulting Team for Digital Library and Ar-
chives:   In 1995 we combined the Library’s Scholarly Com-
munications Project with the Special Collections unit (including 
University Archives). We did this because we anticipated a 
future that would see a much broader involvement of all aca-

demic Special Collections units with digital materials.  The 
combined unit is now known as the Digital Library and Ar-
chives.   

The hybrid formed here was extremely productive, and in the 
forefront of much of the digital library expansion that occurred 
in the last decade, especially with electronic theses and dis-
sertations.  The unit has had significant accomplishments, and 
it is widely known and respected.  For the last several years 
the unit has been very active in grant seeking and has re-
ceived support for several initiatives. 

However, in the past decade the responsibilities and activities 

Other Library Areas 

of the combined unit have broadened, and it now seemed 
appropriate to reexamine the mission and capabilities of the 
unit, its organizational structure, and the scope of what it can 
accomplish when balanced against the resources that are 
likely to be available for the next several years.  

For this reason a consulting team – Merrily Taylor, Director 
Washington and Lee University Library ( previously Director 
at Brown University Library)  and Barbara Jones, Director, 
Wesleyan University Library (previously Special Collections 
at University of Illinois) –was invited to visit Virginia Tech, 
meet with DLA staff and other university staff who work 
closely with DLA, and to develop recommendations regard-
ing how best to shape our organization and to address the 
collections and work that are currently handled through the 
Digital Library and Archives.  The team had an on-campus 
visit February 8-10, 2006 .    

The team was highly complimentary of DLA  staff and their 
dedication, hard work, and commitment to library users.  
While recognizing the significant accomplishments of the 
DLA over the last decade, it suggested that the Special Col-
lections unit could be best strengthened by including a Di-
rector level position for the unit to develop an  identification 
and preservation agenda and to carry through with this. Sev-
eral other useful recommendations resulted from the visit.    

DLA will be divided into two separate but closely collabora-
tive units in 2006/07 and a search for a Director for Special 
Collections will be initiated. 

Taylor                                 Jones 
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Winning Designs 

Virginia Tech's University Libraries, a development brochure for con-
tacting donors,   won first place in the 
four-color-brochure category in the Na-
tional Federation of Press Women 
(NFPW) Communications Contest. The 
attractive, fold-out brochure focuses on 
how the library  is involved in sharing the 
power of knowledge. The award will be 
officially announced at NFPW's annual 
conference in Denver in September 
2006. The brochure was submitted to the 
national competition by the Virginia 
Press Women (VPW) after it took first 
place in VPW's state competition. At the 
national level, it competed solely with 
first-place winners from other states. It 
was written and designed by the Univer-
sity Publications unit of University Rela-
tions. 

Sticky notes for the Library’s new Addi-
son system caught the attention of convention goers at the American 
Library Association Conference in New Orleans.  The Public Relations 
and Marketing Section of ALA’s Library Administration and Manage-
ment Association  recognized the Virginia Tech Libraries with an Hon-
orable Mention award in its annual international Best of Show competi-
tion.  The sticky notes were developed by the Library Marketing Team 
to let library users know about new Addison (catalog) features. 

More than 2000 of the Addison notepads were distributed to VT stu-
dents, faculty and staff in fall 2005. 
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Publications and Other Scholarly Work of Library Faculty and Staff 

 

BALL, Heather 

Core Competencies and Core Curricula for the Art Library and Visual Resources Professions, editor.  Occasional Paper 
of the Art Libraries Society of North America no. 15, 2006, Editor. Series is peer-reviewed.   

 

ARLIS/NA Core Competencies for Art Information Professionals, with Sara Harrington and members of the ARLIS/NA 
Professional Development and Core Competencies Subcommittees, in Core Competencies and Core Curricula for the Art 
Library and Visual Resources Professions.  Occasional Paper of the Art Libraries Society of North America no.15, 2006:  
7-18. 

 

Competency Issues in the Library Profession: An Annotated Bibliography, in Core Competencies and Core Curricula for 
the Art Library and Visual Resources Professions.  Occasional Paper of the Art Libraries Society of North America no. 15, 
2006: 19-34. 

 

“Collaborating to Connect,” (presented a paper about providing library support for architecture study abroad programs, for 
the panel:  Architecture Libraries and Schools of Architecture:  Real Collaboration for Student Success), with Tara Car-
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